
Box Office  -  Rules vT 1.8 by Glenn Cotter 

 
MAKE MOVIE MAGIC 

 
2-5 Players 50-75 Minutes     Ages 12+ 
 
In a world... where fiction makes fortune, you are the head of an aspiring movie studio. 
Greenlight new movies and manage your resources to complete them.  Focus on QUALITY to 
win awards and avoid negative reviews. Invest in high profile talent and advertising to create 
BUZZ attracting moviegoers.  In this highly competitive industry, you'll need to take calculated 
risks. With a little luck, you will make true movie magic, (and make the most money) to become 
the champion of this  Box Office Battle. 
 
 
Winning:  MAKE MOVIES to earn the most money by the end of the calendar year. 
 
 
Getting started: 
 

Choose a player color.  Get 
player items in your color: 

● Studio Mat  
● Set of Action Cards 

(4) 
● 9 Movie-track 

Markers  (3 sets of 
3 matching icons).  

 
And… 
 

● Get $100 Million to 
start your studio! 
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Setup 

 Place the main board in the center of the play area.  

 Put Season scenario cards on board, one for each slot.  
● Film Fest 
● Award Season 
● Summer Specticle 

 
(First game, use cards 1, 2, and 3). 
Return unused Season cards to the game box.  

 Place the Pass Bonus tokens face-up, on the board.  
 
Place Staff Talent Meeples on the main board Unemployed 
Talent space.  

 

 Shuffle the Talent cards.  
The Talent Deck and is placed in a face down pile near the 
main board. Create the Talent Market by turning the first 6 
Talent cards face up near the Talent Deck.  

 Set aside 8 low budget Movie cards (movie cards with the 
green border around the budget amount). Shuffle the rest of the 
Movie Deck.  
 
Shuffle the 8 low budget Movie cards, and place them on top of 
the Movie Deck, production side face-up (side with meeples on 
it). 
 
Place the Movie Deck near the main board, Production side 
face-up. 
 
Create the Movie Market by taking the top 5 cards off the Movie 
Deck and placing them Production side up next to the Movie 
Deck. 

 

 

 Place money cards to form the Bank near the main board.  
Place the Attendance Ticket chits and bag near the board. 
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Give the Industry Leader Token to whoever went to a movie (in 
a theater)  most recently. 
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Key Concepts 

 
Movie production: A movie getting made.  Each movie in front of you forms its own 
unique tableau.  Each movie will have its own stats and score independently from others. 
You may work on one movie at a time, or several.  (If first game, just do one at a time) 

 
Talent:  Money is the end goal, but managing your Talent is the key to success.   Each 
movie has a specific “recipe” of required Talent.  There are 4 types of Talent: Executive, 
Actors, Set Crew, and Post Production.  You may use a combination of Talent Cards and 
Staff Meeples to fulfill Talent requirements.  Staff Meeples are primarily used for actions, 
but may also be assigned as generic Talent to fill any role in a movie’s production. 

 
Buzz:  Stat for audience excitement and awareness of a movie.  Shows priority of the 
audience when scoring.  All released movies are in direct competition for the most Buzz. 
It could come from an interesting concept, big-name talent, or just a lot of advertising 
hype. 

 
Quality:  Stat for craftsmanship and relevance to the audience.  Modifies the payout 
value for scoring.  Quality will affect a movie’s attendance.  No matter how excited people 
were about a movie before it opens, they may change their mind after a good or bad 
review from a critic or friend. 

 
Genre:  Type of movie.  The Genre filmstrip is found on Movie cards, Talent cards, and 
Season Cards.  Matching is not required, but there are bonuses for matches. 

 
Action, Award Bait, Comedy, Family, Fantasy/Sci-fi, Romance, Thriller/Horror 

 Calendar:  Gameplay takes place over 3 seasons.   Each Season card displays a 
scenario of conditions:  new Talent resources, expected attendance, audience 
preferences, and a seasonal award goal.  
 
Each season scores separately.  
 
Movies may be started in one Season and completed in another.  All released Movies are 
cleared from the board after each Season scores. 
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Managing Staff 

 

Assign- Move a Ready Staff to Assigned Staff on your studio mat. 
   OR 
Burnout- Take an Assigned Staff from your studio mat, and put it in the 
Unemployed Talent space on the main board.  

 

Ready- Move an Assigned Staff to Ready Staff on your player mat.  

 
Expand- Gain a Staff from the main board and put it into the Ready Staff 
space on your player mat. 

How to play - Overview 
Each turn, you simultaneously choose what type of actions you want to do that turn:  MOVIE, 
TALENT, STUDIO, or PASS.  These actions help you make movies and grow your studio.  The 
Industry Leader has priority if two players choose the same action (priority continues clockwise). 
Continue taking turns until you run out of money/Talent/Staff, or strategically choose to be done. 
Once you play your PASS action card, claim a pass bonus.  After that, you may not take any 
production actions for the rest of the current season. Production continues until all players 
choose to pass. 
 

After everyone has passed, score all movies that are currently released. 
Once the final season scores (Summer Blockbusters), you collect a reputation bonus for the 
total # of movies you made in your most common genre.  
 

Count your money.  The winner is the one that ends with the most! 

 Production - Season Setup  
At the beginning of each season, all players refresh their Staff Talent.  Put all Staff into your 
“Ready”  space.  Check the season card to see how to modify your Talent pool.  In most cases, 
you’ll gain additional Staff and draw Talent card(s). 
 

Check season card for attendance tickets to add to the box office bag. 
 
Rando Studio is a non-player release put out at the start of each season:  

● Take the top movie off the movie deck and the top 3 Talent cards off the Talent deck. 
● Total the Quality and Buzz stats and place the Rando trackers on the movie stats board. 
● Put the Movie/Talent on the board under “Rando Studio Presents” 

 

 
 
Production Action Cards: 
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Actions - unlimited 

 

 

Pitch Meeting: 
● Take all 6 available movies in the movie market 

and place them at the bottom of the movie deck. 
● Replenish the movie market from the top of the 

movie deck.  Immediately Greenlight a movie. 

 

 
 

 

Greenlight: 
● Choose one of the Movie cards available in the 

Movie Market and pay its Budget amount to the 
Bank.  

● Put the movie card in front of you, Production 
side up (showing the required talent) to start this 
new movie tableau. 

 

 

Wrap:   Finish a movie.  
● Show you have met the Minimum Required 

Talent. (Use Staff Meeples as generic Talent, if 
needed). 

● Flip the movie card over to the Release (poster 
side), and place a set of 3 identical Movie-Track 
markers on the movie card. 

● Total the amount of Buzz the movie achieved, 
and put a marker on the matching space on the 
Buzz Track. 

● Total the amount of Quality the movie achieved, 
and put a marker on the matching space on the 
Quality Track. 

Genre Bonus:  add +2 Quality for each genre 
matching  the current season’s preferred genres. 

● The last marker stays on the movie card.  
● Gain a Staff from the main board 

With the stats on the board, all players can see how 
each movie release compares to the others.  
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Example: In the image below, the movie Another World has the requirements: 

 

Executive: 3 
Actors: 3 
Set Crew: 2 
Post Prod: 4 

The player fulfills the Executive, Actors, and Post Prod requirements with their combined 
attached Talent cards. The player designates their two Staff Meeples each as a Set Crew icon, 
fulfilling that requirement as well. 

 
Tie Values:  When placing a tracker in the same space where there is already one or more, put 
it above the other(s), closer to the number.  The last marker put in a space has the highest 
priority for the space.  
 

Note on the stat tracking system:  The Movie tableau remains in front of you. Stat modifying 
cards (Talent/Advertising) remain under the movie until scoring is complete.  The Movie 
Markers on the board are for all the players to see how their movie releases compare to each 
other.  You may have several movies released at the same time.  Using the sets of markers 
allow you to distinguish between multiple movies released by the same player.  If there is any 
confusion about the stats (or someone bumps the board), you can always confirm the correct 
values by re-totalling the cards under a movie. 

 

Example: In the image below, the movie Another World has Buzz of 16 (4 Talent + 5 Talent + 
3 Talent + 4 Base) and Quality of 8 (1 Talent + 1 Talent +3 Talent + 3 Base). 

 
When Another World was released, a different movie already had 16 Buzz.  The new marker 
is placed higher in the slot, and has a slightly higher priority than the other movie in the 16 
slot. 
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Actions - Talent actions: 

 

 

Open Casting -Refresh the Talent Market (Max once per turn) 
 

● Take all Talent in the market and put it in the Talent 
Discard pile, face-up 

● Put out 6 new Talent cards to form the new Talent 
Market 

● Take the Industry Leader token 

 

 

Scout Talent -Choose a Talent card. (Max once per turn) 
 

● Take a Talent card from the market and put it into your 
hand 

 

 

 

Attach Talent  
 

● Take a talent card from your hand and put it under one of 
your movies currently in production.  

● Ready staff for each genre talent that matches the movie 
genre. “Typecast bonus 

 

 
 

 

 

Actions - unlimited 

 

Advertise 
 

● Take a talent card from the Market and place it under 
one of your movies as Advertising (back side of card). 

● Update the Buzz track +2 with the movie’s matching 
Stat-track marker (if movie is already released).  

● Take a random ticket from the ticket pool, look at it, then 
add it to the box office bag. 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Re-Org 
 

● Discard a Talent card from your hand. 
● Take a staff from “unemployed” section of board, and put 

it into the Ready Staff box of your mat. 
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Your last action for a season - leave the card in front of you 

 

Freelance - Gain $5 million for each staff you still 
have in the “ready” box of your mat. 
 

 

Claim pass bonus  
● Choose an available pass bonus, turn over 

the chit. 
● No other player may claim the same pass 

bonus in the same season. 

 

 

+ 3 Buzz to a current release 
movie 

 

Take a free Talent card from 
the Talent market. 

 

Gain 2 Staff from the main 
board, and put them on your 
studio mat. 

 

Gain $20 million from bank. 

 

Refresh Staff  -Take all your assigned staff and put 
them into the ready box on your mat. Ready for next 
season... 

 

Claim Industry Leader token - if first player to pass  
 
 

Last player to pass does not receive a pass bonus, and must finish their production within 3 
turns after becoming the last player of a season. 
 
 

End of Season 
When all players finish their Production Actions, choose an action type for your next turn.  Once 
all players have taken the Pass action, production for the current season is complete.  Time to 
see how well your movies did.  Continue to the Score Box Office phase.   
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Box Office Scoring 

Now is when you see how well your released movie(s) perform - how much money they make. 
 
In the Box Office Scoring phase do the following: 

● Pull Attendance Tickets 
● Assign Tickets 
● Collect Payouts 
● Assign Season Award 

 
Step 1: Pull Attendance Tickets 
The player with the Industry Leader marker pulls a number of Attendance Tickets equal to the 
number printed on the current season card. 
 

 
In this example, you pull 6 Attendance Tickets. 

 
 
Step 2: Assign Tickets 
The Ticket with the highest value is given to the movie with the most Buzz on the Buzz track. 
Then the Ticket with the next highest value is given to the movie with the second most Buzz on 
the Buzz track. Continue assigning Tickets until every movie has a one, or there are no longer 
any Tickets left. 
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Step 3: Collect Box Office Income 
Adjust the movie’s ticket amount with its Review Modifier (Quality track) to get a Final Result. 
Then check the movie’s Income Chart. Collect the amount listed from the Bank.  

 
Quality Track is an individual achievement that modifies the assigned attendance value. 

 

 
 

Minimum Payout:  Any movie that fails to reach 2 Quality or 2 Buzz (or if there aren’t enough 

tickets to distribute), that movie scores as if a was pulled for it.  Released movies  (even 

those with no ticket and bad quality adjustments)  can’t score lower than the  amount on 
their income chart. 
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Step 4: Assign Season Award 

Each Season card provides an Award to a single 
movie based on a target stat shown at the bottom of 
the card. Flip over the Season card, and then give the 
Award card to the player with the winning movie. 
 
An award card counts as an additional movie toward 
your reputation bonus at the end of the game.  
They are “wild” and can count for any genre. 
 
  

 
 
 
End of Box Office Scoring Phase 
Once all the players finish Box Office Scoring and the Award is given, advance to the next 
Phase:  Clean Up. 
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  Clean Up 
The Clean Up phase is between seasons.  
 
Each player must do the following: 
 

● Take all Talent/Advertising cards attached to your currently released movies and put 
them into the Talent discard pile. 

● Turn Pass Bonus chits face-up.  Put pulled Tickets into the Ticket pool.  
● Collect your stat-track markers from the Quality and Buzz tracks. 
● Take your current releases (and Award) and put them into your “Archive” (placed in a 

pile at upper right corner of player mat,  poster side up). 
 

 

 
End of Clean Up Phase 
Once the all players finish Clean Up, start the Production phase of the next season.  
 
Set up the next season. 
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End Of Game 
After the Summer blockbusters score, collect reputation bonus for the # of movies you made in 
your most common genre: 
2-3 $50 million 
4 $100 million 
5 $200 million 
6+ $400 million  
 
Then each player counts their money. Best to state the amount in billions…  “I have 1.275 billion 
dollars!”  The winner is the one that made the most money! 
 

FAQ misc 
Calendar Scenarios: 
a. Standard Game - Calendar cards 1, 2, 3 
b. Harder Year* - Calendar cards 4, 5, 6 
c. Easy Money - Calendar cards 7, 8, 9 
d. Lean year* - Calendar cards 10, 11, 12 
e. Fast and Cutthroat* - Calendar cards 13, 14, 15 
f.  Fast and Easy - Calendar cards 16, 17, 18 
  *Recommended Scenario for 2 player game. 
For random regular game, shuffle cards 1-18.  Use the first card for each season that comes up. 
 
Matching Genre:  Do you have to match genre when making and releasing movies?  No.  Any 
Talent can go on any Movie, and you can release any Movie in any season.  There are benefits 
to matching: 

● Each matched Talent to Movie genre gets a bonus staff meeple.  If the Talent attached 
to a movie matches multiple genres with the movie, you get multiple meeples.  2 
matches = 2 meeples. 

● If your released Movie matches any Genre Preference on the current calendar season, 
the Quality is increased by +2 for each matching genre.  Adjust as you put it up for 
release. 

 

Tip: Pick a movie with genre(s) that match your talent and/or season.   

 
Public Knowledge:  What info are other players allowed to know?  Money, Movies, Talent, 
Stats?  Anything out on the board is public knowledge.  You can confirm the stats on any 
released movie.  Number of staff talent and number of talent cards in hand are also public 
knowledge.   Money total is considered private, but you may opt to keep it face up.  Movies in 
production (not finished yet) are “semi-public.”  While not really hidden, don’t ask for a count 
from another player. 
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 Making a good movie: 

Tip:  When you’re able to finish a movie, make sure it is up to your standards of quality. Even 
if you can meet the minimum required Talent, you may still want to continue.  Once a movie is 
released, the Quality is set.  You may not add Talent to boost Quality further. You decide 
when your movie is “good enough.”   The alternate card use (Advertising) may be used later, 
but that increases the Buzz only.  
 
You are not required to release a movie in a current season.   Perhaps you want to invest in 
more Talent for the Movie on a future turn, or wait for a season where it may score higher. 
Any unfinished/unreleased movies remain active into the next season. 

 

For tutorials, history, and more info visit online: 
Headcraftedgames.com 
 
 
 
Notes: 
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RULES OVERVIEW  

 

Setup 
Players:  Studio Mat, Set of Action Cards, 9 
Markers, $100 Million 
 
Main Board:  Calendar Scenario, Staff Meeples 
 
 

Decks/Markets:  Movies, Talent, Bank 
 

Misc: Tickets/Bag, Pass Bonuses, 1st Player 

 

Production 
At start of a season 

● Gain new Talent shown on season card. 
● Add tickets to bag shown on season card. 
● Set up “Rando Studio” release. 

 
Each turn, players simultaneously choose what type 
of actions they want to do that turn:  

● Movie Actions 
● Talent Actions 
● Studio Actions 
● Pass 

You may continue to take turns as long as you have 
the money and talent to do so. Once you pass, you 
are done with production for the season. 

 

 

The Wrap Production action requires specific 
conditions to be met and checked.  

● Talent -  Minimum Talent required 
Release - Mark Quality and Buzz ratings on the main 
board 

 

Buzz/Quality Ties:  The last movie to put marker on 
track has priority over equal value. 
 

Score 
The Box Office Scoring Phase: 

1. Pull Attendance Tickets 
2. Assign Tickets 
3. Collect Payouts $ 
4. Assign Season Award 

 

Cleanup 
Put used talent into discard pile. 
Return Tickets and Bonus chits. 
Remove previous season’s released Movie trackers.  
 

 

End of Game 
 
Collect genre reputation bonus. 
Total money.  Winner made the most. 
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